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1. Introduction. In [7] a class (C) of right Veblen-Wedderburn systems (hereafter refered to as V-W systems) was defined which contains as a proper subclass
the Andre V-W systems. (Some authors, in particular Andre [1], use the term
quasi-field for a V-W system.) It was shown in [7] that members of a subclass of
(C), consisting of V-W systems of order 3n where « is odd and not prime, are
associated with translation planes which are not isomorphic to any Andre plane.
The main objective of this paper is to prove that the class (C) contains a subclass
(Cx) of V-W systems such that every collineation of the associated translation
planes fixes both A^=(0) and T=(oo). (Cx) contains systems of order/»" where « is
not prime if p is odd and « has a nonprime proper divisor if p = 2. To accomplish
this objective we prove some theorems concerning the collineations of planes
associated with certain subclasses of (C).
In [3] Foulser has recently defined a class of finite (left) V-W systems called
A-systems. It can be shown that these A-systems and the finite systems of the subclass (C*) of (C), defined in §2, determine the same class of translation planes.
The class (C) contains V-W systems which are not A-systems. In particular one may
obtain a finite (C) system by starting with the exceptional near-field of order 25
and using an additive mapping which is not an automorphism of the near-field.
There are also infinite systems in (C).
Let F( + ,0) be a right V-W system (hereafter called simply a V-W system).
Let it be the projective plane associated with F( + , O) as in [4, p. 353]. Then w is a
translation plane relative to the line LX = XY. Throughout this paper we will use
the symbols O, X, Y and I to represent the points of n with coordinates (0, 0), (0),
(oo) and (1, 1) respectively. If P and Q are distinct points of 77,PQ will denote the
line containing P and Q. If a is a perspectivity of -n with center P and axis iv, a will
be called a P-w perspectivity. The symbols Fp, Fu and FA will denote the right,
middle and left nucleus respectively of the multiplicative loop F'(Q) and 7>=
{aeF\ a Q (x+y) = a Q x + a Q y for all x, y e F}. Let K=FAn D.
§2 is devoted to showing that if a translation plane n is associated with a V-W
system in a certain subclass of (C) then any collineation of n either fixes X and Y
or interchanges them. This result is used in §3 to obtain the main result.
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In [3] Foulser states that D. R. Hughes has conjectured the following: If 77is a
finite Andre plane which has a collineation moving A"—>(m) + X, Tthen77is a Hall
plane. In §4 we prove that this conjecture is correct.

2. The class (C) of V-W systems. The class (C) of V-W systems has been
introduced in [7]. We will repeat the definition here for the convenience of the
reader.
Let A(+, •) be a right near-field (that is a near-field with (a + b)c=ac+bc for all
a, b, c e A) with additive identity 0 and multiplicative identity 1 and let A be an
automorphism of the additive group of A with 12™=1. Let A' denote the set of
nonzero elements of A and let o: F' -> Z be a mapping of A' into the integers such
that for each a, b e F' there is a unique integer m such that m = a((aTm)'1b). If
<t(1)=0 and an operation O is defined on A by x O y = xTal-y)y for x, j e F' and
x O 0 = 0 O x = 0 for all x g A, where we write zw for z ■w, then it is not difficult
to show that the system A( + , O) is a right V-W system, if A(+) is finite dimensional

over K.
Definition 1. The class of all V-W systems obtainable from nearfields in the
manner described above will be called class (C). The subclass of (C) obtained by
assuming that A(+, •) is a field and that Ais an automorphism of A(+, •) will be
called class (C*). We will call a V-W system proper if it is not a field.
It has been shown in [7] that each finite Andre system is in class (C) and it is
then clear that each finite Andre system is also in class (C*). [For a description of
the finite Andre systems see ([1], [5], or [7]).]
Theorems 1 and 2 may be found in [7] and [3].
Theorem 1. Let F(+,

■) be a V-W system and let v be the associated translation

plane, tt has a Y-OY perspectivity ß with Xß = (m) for m e F if and only ifa(m

+ b)

= a-m + ab for all a, b e F.
Theorem 2. Let F( + , ■) be a V-W system and let tt be the associated translation
plane. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
(a) the elements of F„ and the Y-OX perspectivities of tt;
(b) the elements of Fß and the X-0 Y perspectivities of-n; and
(c) the elements of K and the O-XYperspectivities of-n.

Theorem 3. Let F( + , O) be a V-W system in (C*). If there is an element me F,

m / 0, such that a O (m + b) = aO m + aQ b for all a, be F then F( + ,Q) is afield.
Corollary.
If F(+, O) is a proper V-W system in (C*) and tt is the associated
translation plane then tt has no nonidentity Y-0 Y perspectivity.
Proof. The proof given here is essentially the proof given by Andre to show
that a proper Andre V-W system does not satisfy the left distributive law.
Let A(+, ■) and A be the field and automorphism respectively used in the
construction of A( + ,0)- Suppose a O (m + b) = a O m + aO b for all a, be F
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where m + 0. Then aTa(m+b)=[aT',lm)m + aT''(b)b](m + b)-x for all a,b+-meF'
= F— {0}. Since 7 is an automorphism we then have
(a2)T^m + b) = [(a2)Taim)m + (a2)Talb)b](m + b)-x

= {[aT°™m + aT°mb](m + b)-x}2
for all a, b^ —me F'. A straightforward calculation now shows that aTc<m)= aTaW
for all a, b^ -me F' and hence o(m) = o(b) for all b+ —me F'. If b= —m then
we also get a(m) = o(b). Thus a(b) = o(m) for all beF'. Taking ¿»=1 we see that
a(m)=0 and the theorem is proved.
The corollary is now an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 3.

Theorem 4. Let F(+, O) be a V-W system in (C*) and let n be the associated
translation plane, If it is recoordinatized by leaving the coordinates of 01 unchanged
and interchanging the roles of X and Y then the new V- W system so obtained is in
(C*). Also, if F( + , O) is proper then so is the new system.

Corollary.
If F(+, O) « a proper V-W system in (C*) and it is the associated translation plane then tt has no nonidentity X-OXperspectivity.
Proof. It is not difficult to show that if © and ® denote the addition and
multiplication respectively in the new system then x © y = x+y for all x,yeF

and x ® y = xR~x(yJ) for all x, v#0 e F where y O yJ=* 1 and zR(yJ) = z O yJThus x®y=xT-a{yl)y
and F( + , ®) is in (C*). Clearly, if F( + ,0) is proper
then F( + , <g>)is proper.
The corollary follows immediately from the theorem and the corollary to

Theorem 3.
Throughout the remainder of this section let 7"(+, O) be a finite V-W system in
(C*) of order /26, 32 and let it be the associated translation plane. For each
xeFD let r¡(x) be the Y-OXperspectivity determined by the following mapping of
the points of w onto the points of tt, (see [7, Theorem 7]) ; (c, d)r¡(x) = (c, d O x),
(m)r¡(x)= (mOx), Yv(x)=Y.
Theorem 5. Fp and Fu are each nontrivial.

Proof. Let u = LCM{pk— 1 |0<A:<«
multiplicative

and k\n}. Let p be a generator of the

group of the field GF(pn). If i'=y'mod u then a(p') = a(p') for other-

wise there exists an integer k such that pk O pi = pk O pj- Thus, (l)^(pu)^F0

n F„.

Theorem 6. No collineation of Trfixes one of X and Y and moves the other.

Proof. (See [3, Lemma 6.1].) By the corollary to Theorem 3 -nhas no nonidentity
Y-0 Y perspectivity. Thus, using [2, Theorem 3], since it has nonidentity X-0 Y
perspectivities, tt has no collineation fixing Y and moving X. Using Theorem 4 we
also see that no collineation of it fixes X and moves Y.
Theorem 7. If a, beF'

and a(a) + a(b) then there is a collineation y ofrr such that

(a)y = (a)and(b)y?(b).
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If 8 is a collineation of tt such that Y8= (a)^(0) and X8 = (b)^(0)

then o(a) = tj(b).
Proof. Let p and u be defined as in Theorem 5 and let g=pu. Then, from the
proof of Theorem 5, g e Fp n Aw and therefore gT-"{a) e Fu. Let ß be the X-0 Y
perspectivity defined by :

(c,d)ß = (cOgT-°™,d)
(m)ß = (g-1T-°^Qm)

Yß = Y.
Let y=T)(g)ß. Then

(a)y = (aÖ g)ß = (g^T~^

Q(aQ g)) = (a)

and

(b)y = (bO g)ß = (g^T-™ Q(bO g))
= ((g-1T-^Qb)Og)
=

((g-1Ato(M-'7<a,Ig)*)

since a(g) = 0. Thus, (b)y = (b) if and only if Tíam~'"<a^ fixes g'1 and hence fixes g,
which is impossible by the choice of u. (See [3].)
To prove the corollary suppose F8 = (a)^(0) and X8 = (b)^(0) and o(a)^o(b).
Then Sy8_1 fixes Y and moves X contrary to Theorem 6.

Theorem 8. If y is a collineation of-n such that Yy=(r), Xy=(s)^X
is a collineation 8oftr such that Y8 = (rx), X8 = (sx)^Xand ry+Sy^O.

then there

Proof. Let 8 = y~1-q(g)y where g is as in Theorem 7. Then 8 is an (r)-O(s)
perspectivity of 77. If Y8= (ra) and X8 = (sy) then a straightforward calculation
shows that Y8~1 = (-r1 + r + s). If r + s = 0 = ry + Sy then F8-a = (-r1)8-I=(i1)8-1

= X so that 8 has order 4. But 0(8) = (pn—l)/u = 4 implies p = 3 and « = 2. Thus,
either r + s^O or ry+Sy=£0.
Theorem

9. Let y be a collineation of tt such that Yy = (r), Xy = (s)^=X and

r + s^O. If 8 is an (r)-O(s)

perspectivity of tt with Y8= (a)^=X and X8 = (b) then

o(r) = o(s) = o(a) = o(b) and ab + rs = b(r + s).

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 8 we have
yS-1 = (-a+r+s)

so that
(x,xO(-a

+ r + s))8 = (0,j)

for some j g A. Thus,
x+[x O (~a + r + s)-x
where zQ = z O a —z O r for all zeF.

xQ(-a

O sfê-1

= 0

From this we get

+ r + s) = -(x Q a) + x Q r + x Q s
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By the corollary to Theorem 7 we have o(r) = a(s) and o(a) = o(b).

Therefore
(1)

[xTa(-a

+ r + s)-xTair)](r

+ s)

=

[xTa(-a

+ r + s)-xTaia)]a

for all x e 7".
Suppose o(a)^o(r). Then by Theorem 7 there is a collineation a of tt such that
(r)a = (r) and (a)a^(a). From the proof of Theorem 7 we have, with g = pu as

before,
(m)a = (m[g-1TWm)-"^g])

for me F and Ya= Y. Let ß=a~x8a.
Yß = (a)a = (agx) and

Then /? is an (r) —0(s) perspectivity of tt with

FjS"1 = (-a + r+i)a
where

gj. = g ~ ^T1"1^ ~ CT(r)1g
and g2=g~

= ([-a+i-+j]f2)

= (z)

XTW ~ a + r+s) " ff(r)]g.

Then from (1)
(2)

[xT°iz)-xT°w](r

Now a(z) = a(-a+r+i)

+ s) = [x7"(J,-x7t'<a9i)](ag1).

and o(agx) = a(a) so that the left sides of (1) and (2)

are identical.
Therefore
[xTa^-xT"{a)](gx-l)a

= 0

for all xeF.
Since a#0 we have either gx = 1 or xTa(z) = xT°ia) for all xeF.
The choice of « insures that gx r41 so we must have o-(z)= a(a). But then since
f+s^Owe
also have a(r) = a(z) = o(a).
A straightforward calculation shows that

(-(a-r)R-x(-a

+ r + s), 0)5 = (1, [(a-^R-^-a

+ r + s) O s]Q'x O r)

where x7?(v)=x O v. Since XS^Z») we have

b = [(a-r)R-\-a

+ r+s) Q s]Q~x O r.

From this, noting that a(a) = a(r) = a( —a+r+s)

implies that

xQ~x = [x(a-r)-x]T-am,

it follows easily that ab + rs=b(r+s).
Theorem 10. If Fp has order t and t[t/2]>pn—l
fixes X and Y or interchanges them.

then any collineation of tt either

Corollary
1. If there exists k<n/2 such that k\n and (pn- l)/(pkany collineation of tt either fixes X and Y or interchanges them.
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Proof. Let gx, g2,..., gt= 1 be the elements of F0 where o(g¡)>2, i^h<t
and
let v(gi) De tne Y-OX perspectivity associated with gt. Suppose y is a collineation
of 77such that Yy= (r) and Xy = (s). By Theorem 8 we may assume r + s^O. Let

Zi= y-Xr,(gdyand ßt(gi)= v(gir18iV(gj)- If Y8i= (ai) and ¿3,-00

then Tft(g,)

= (0i O g¡) and *¡8,(&)= (é, O g,).
Suppose a¡ O g, = am O g/ for some i^m,j,f
o(ai) = o(am) and gœ g A„ imply a(gj

Then a¡ = am O gw for some 1 ^ w ^ r.

= 0, so that al = amgw and bi = bmgw.

By Theorem 9 we have aibl + rs = bi(r + s) so that
ambmgl + rs = bmgw(r + s) = gU)(a,A>+ ™)-

Therefore gw=l or gw = rsa-1b~1. Since ¿V/m, gw^l so that ai = amg11)
= rj¿)-1
= —am+ r + s. Thus, yS¡ = TS"1 or 8i = S^1. We may assume that the 8/s are listed

so that 8r1 = S/1/2+;for ygA/2. Let A={1, 2,..., A/2, « + 1,..., r-1}. Then if i,
me B, i=£m, then S^S"1.
Let A={aiOgi
| i e B, l^j^t}.
Then, if |C| denotes the number of elements
in a set C, \A\ = \B\t ä [t/2]t. But the elements of A are coordinates of points on XY
each of which is different from each of X, Y. Therefore, if the collineation y exists
then the line A"y contains more than/»"-|-l points which is impossible.
The corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem.
Definition 2. A V-W system in (C*) which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem

10 will be called a special (C*) system.
Corollary
2. Let A(+, O) be an Andre system and let S be the automorphism
used in the construction of F( + , O). If order (S)>2 then F(+, O) is a special (C*)
system.

Proof. Let H={xe F\ v(x)=l}. Then H is a cyclic subgroup of F„ of order
(pn— l)/(pnls— 1) where order (5) = j. Since s>2 we have n/s<n/2 and the result

follows from Corollary 1.
3. Some new V-W systems and their associated translation planes. Let p be a
prime, A( + , ) = GF(pn) and let Ar(0)= «, k(l),...,
k(j) be positive integers such

that k(j)<k(j-

1)< • • • <Á:(0)and k(i) divides k(i- 1) for 1g/^y. If p = 2 then

we add the restriction that k(j) > 1. Let p be a generator
group of A( + , •) and for each Oá/^y define

of the multiplicative

G, = 0»*0-»).
Then (l) = G0cGic:

• ■• <=GyC:A'(.) is a strictly increasing sequence of subgroups

of A'(). Define a by

a(x) = k(0) if x g Gy
= k(i)

ifxE Gi +1-G„

= k(j)

if xtp-Gj

l£i<j
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and define an operation O on F by

xQy

= xTaW-y

if y + 0

= 0

ifv = 0

where x7=xp for all xeFAt is easily seen that F(+, O) is a V-W system in (C*).
Definition 3. The subclass of (C*) consisting of all V-W systems obtained in
the above manner withy"ä2 will be denoted by (Cx). Ifp = 3 and « is even then we

also add the condition that k(j)> 1.
Theorem 11. If F( +, O) is a (Cx) system then Fp = Fu = GxCorollary.

Ifk(l)<n/2

then a (C¡) system is a special (C*) system.

Proof. A simple calculation shows that a e Fp if and only if

o(y O a) = K>0 + cr(a)]m°d n
for all y e F'.
If a e Gx then a(y Q a) = a(ya) = o(y) = <j(y) + <j(a) for all v e 7" so that Gx<=Fp.

Suppose a $ Gx- Then a e Gj +1-C7i for some 1 úi<j or a $ G¡. If ae Gi+1—C7¡
let y e F'-Gj. Then yQa$G¡
and o(y O a) = k(j) while a(y) + a(a) = k(j) + k(i).
Thus aeFf would imply that k(i) = n which implies aeGx-ff a$ G, let v £ G2—GxAgain yOa^Gj
so that ct(v O a)=k(J) while a(v) + <r(a)= £(y) + fc(i). Therefore
Fp<=Gx and we have Fp = GxSimilarly Fu = GxThe proof of the corollary is immediate since p»*1'1'-1e Gx-

Theorem 12. IfF( + ,Q) is a (Cx) system then
(1) FK= {xeF'

\xTk(i) = x},

(2) F^D.
Proof. Let L={x e F' | xTka}= x} ■a e 7"Aif and only if
QfcixOyl

— a J'ttrU) + a(yt}

for all x, v e 7". p <£G; and p Q p $ G, so that cr(pO p) = v(p) = k(j). Thus, ae FA
implies
afku)

_ afiku) + k(.m

so that a = aTkU). Since ¿(y) divides &(»')for i'<y we see that if a eL then a e Fh.

Thus, L = F.
Finally if aeFA

then a O (x+y) = a(x+y)=ax+ay

= a O * + a O J' so that

F^D.
Two V-W systems 7\( +, O) and F2(@, <g>)are said to be isotopic if there exists
three one-to-one mappings a, ß and y of 7\ onto F2 such that Oy=0 and
(x O y + z)y = xa®yß@zy

for all x,y,zeFx.

It is easily seen that (x O v)y=(xO
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í7=1/3_1 and b=la~x and 1 is the identity for <g>.Foulser, [3, Proposition 5.3],
has shown that for (C*) systems zy=[z(b O a)'1]7! for every zeFy where r¡ is an
automorphism of Fy. (Note that here we may assume A!=A2.) It is known (see
[6]) that isotopic V-W systems are associated with isomorphic translation planes
while the converse is not true. It is also known that if Fy and A2 are V-W systems
and 77i and 7r2 are the associated translation planes and if 8 is an isomorphism
from try to 772with Oy8 = 02, Xy8 = X2 and Yy8= Y2 then Fy is isotopic to A2.
This result will be refered to as Knuth's Theorem on isotopy.

Theorem 13. If Ax(+ ,0) is a (Cy) system and Af(©, (g>) is the (C*) system
associated with Fy( + , O) as in Theorem 4 then Fy and Af are not isotopic.

Corollary.
If Fy is a (Cy) system and tt is the associated translation plane then
no collineation moves X or Y.
Proof. It is easily seen that in a (Cy) system tj(yJ) = a(y~1) = o(y) so that from
the proof of Theorem 4 we have
x®

j = xT~aWy.

If Fy and Fy* are isotopic then from the remarks above and a straightforward
calculation there exist elements a, b e Fy such that
—o(x) s o(a) + a(xa'1)

mod«

for all xe Fy,x^0. Letting x=a we have —tr(a) = o(a) so that o(a)=n or o(a)=n/2.
If cr(a)= « then —o(x) = o(x) for all x. This is impossible since there exists an x in
Fy such that a(x)<«/2. If o(a) = n/2 then k(l)=n/2 and a e G2-Gy. Choose x not
in G2. Then CT(xa_1)= <T(x)<«/2 so that 2<j(x)+«/2<«. Therefore Fy and Af are
not isotopic.
The corollary is an immediate consequence of this theorem together with

Theorem 10.
Theorem 14. Let Fy(+, O) be a (Cy) system and let F2(®, <g>)be a V-W system
with try and tt2 the associated translation planes. If either F2p or F2ß is nontrivial
then Tryis isomorphic to tt2 if and only if F2 is isotopic to Fy or to A*.

Corollary.

77Xis not isomorphic to any Andre plane.

Proof. The sufficiency is clear from Knuth's Theorem on isotopy.
If y] is an isomorphism from 7r2 to ny then since at least one of F2p or F2u is
nontrivial ny has a collineation which moves X and Y or A2 is isotopic to one of Ai
or Fy*. By the corollary to Theorem 13 the first condition cannot hold and the
theorem is proved.
To prove the corollary it is sufficient to prove that Fy is not isotopic to any
Andre system. Note that if Af is isotopic to the Andre system A2 then Fy is isotopic
to the Andre system A2*.
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If the (Cy) system Fy( + , O) is isotopic to the Andre system A2(©, <g>)then their
multiplicative loops are isotopic so that A1A,A1(Jand Flp are isomorphic to A2A,
F2ll and F2p respectively. From Theorem 12 we have order (A1A)=pkU>—1 where

k(j)<k(l)

and k(j) divides k(l). Let 5 be the automorphism of GF(pn) used to

construct A2 so that x ® y = xSuHy)y. If aS = a then ae A2A.Therefore the fixed

field of S has order ^pkU) and 5 has order ^n/k(j). If ge F2 and v(g)=l then
geF2p. Let H={geF2 \ v(g) = l}. Then order (H) = (pn-1 )/(pnlt- 1) where order
(S) = t. Now, n/f¿k(j)<k(l)
so that order (H)>(pn-l)/(pk(1)l) = order (Gy)
= order Flp. Since A7cA2i we have a contradiction

and hence A! is not isotopic

toA2.

4. A conjecture of D. R. Hughes. We know from Corollary 2 to Theorem 10
that the only Andre systems which can have collineations moving À"and y without
interchanging them are of order p2n and the automorphism used in their construction must be of order 2. The next theorem determines all such Andre systems.
Theorem 15. Let F( + ,Q) be an Andre V-W system of order p2n, let tt be the
associated translation plane and let S be the automorphism of the field GF(p2n) of

order 2. If tt has a collineation y such that Xy^ X, Y then p.: ky -> 0, (1), k —>1, (0)
for k^ky, where k, ky are nonzero elements in the fixed field of S. That is, p. takes on
one of the values 0, 1 at exactly one 0 / k e K and the other value at the rest of the
nonzero elements of K.

Proof. Let Yy= (r)^X, Y and Xy = (s)^X, Y, and let S be a (r)-O(s) perspectivity of 77,with Y8= (d), X8 = (b)^X, Y. By Theorem 9 p.v(r)=p.v(s)=p.v(a)
= p.v(b).
For each x e F' define the mapping ßx as follows :
(c, d)ßx = (xc, xd), where xc is multiplication
(m)ßx = ([(x-')S^x]m);

in GF(p2n) ;

Yßx=Y.
It is easily seen that ßx is a collineation of 77.Choose x e A' such that x_1Sx=g7¿ 1
and note that g g Fp. For this x denote ßx simply by ß.
Case 1. Suppose p.v(r)=l. Then (r)ß = (rg) and (s)ß = (sg) so that ß~18ß is a
(rg) —0(sg) perspectivity of 77.
If r)(g) is the mapping (x, j) -> (x, yg), (m) -> (mg)Y'-> Y then 77(g)is a Y-OX
perspectivity of 77.Now,

Yß^8ß

= (a)ß = (ag) = Tr?(g)-18r;(g)

so that i8"18j8= T;(g)"187i(g) since both are (rg) —0(sg) perspectivities.
Suppose m e F such that pv(m) = 0. Compute (1, m)ß~18ß = (l, m)r¡(g)~18r¡(g).
Then a straightforward, but somewhat lengthy, calculation shows that

mSm = v(m) = (rsb'^Sfrsa'1).
Since /w(l)=0 we see that p.(k)=0 if and only if k—\.
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Case 2. Suppose p.v(r) = 0. Then (r)ß = (r) and (s)ß = (s) so that ß~x8ß is an
(/■)- 0(s) perspectivity. Since Yß~x8ß = (a)ß = (a) we see that jS"18,8= 3. H>v(«2)=l
then essentially the same calculation as above yields again
mSm = v(m) = (rsb~x)S(rsa~x)

=ki<£

\.

Thus, p(k)=\ if and only if k = kxTheorem 16. Let F( + , ■) be GF(p2n), S the automorphism of F of order 2 and let
mappings px, Pz be defined as follows:

Px'- 1 ->0, 0^0,

k-+l,k^0,

1 eK.

P2'■kx -> 1, k -> 0yo/- kxi^ke K where kx¥"l,0.
If x Qy = xS^v(y)y and x ® j>= xS''2v<!".y?«e« f( + , O) is worop/c to F( + , ®).

Proof. F( + , O) is isotopic to F( + , <g>)if and only if there exists an additive
mapping T from F onto F and elements a, b e F' such that

(x o j)r = (x o a)r (g)(bo y)r.
Choose a such that v(a) = kx1 and let xT—xa'1. It is easily seen that
(xOj)a"1

= (xOfl)a"1

® ya'x

and the theorem is proved.
F( + , O) is the Andre system used by Albert and Hughes (see [3] for a proof)
to prove that each Hall plane is an Andre plane. Since we have seen that the only
Andre planes which can have a collineation moving X -> (m)^= X, Y are the ones
described in Theorem 16 we see that Hughes' conjecture is correct.
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